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DUDE! You are seriously NOT COOL right now! Leave my
friend along.

FLAPPER: Quit moving you little―
FUNGI:

What and let you eat me alive! I don’t think so! Back off bird
brain get your own mushroom!

SNOW:

Flapper! Stop! You can’t eat them.

FLAPPER: Oh, come on, just a nibble?
SNOW:

No! They’re magical creatures of the forest.

FUNGAL:

YEAH MAN! We’s magical and stuff!

FUNGI:

YEAH and stuff!

FLAPPER: (Whining under his breath) Stupid magic mushrooms, in the
stupid magic forest, stupid grumbling tummy, I hate my life!
SNOW:

Don’t mind him; he gets unreasonable when he’s hungry.

FLAPPER: (Still under his breath) I’m not unreasonable, you’re
unreasonable. When a bird’s gotta eat, a bird’s gotta eat.
SNOW:

I’m Snow White and this Flapper.

FUNGAL:

I’m Fungal and this is Fungi.

SNOW:

Do you think you could help us? My friend and I are a little
lost―

FLAPPER: A little? Talk about understatement of the year. What Snow is
trying to say is that we are in desperate need of some help!
Snow’s evil Queen of a step-mother hire 3 guys to take us to the
forest and kill us! They were going to cut out her heart. But
instead they let us go, only they left us in the forest, alone, tired,
without food or shelter. I’m a domesticated bird for crying out
loud I am not made for this kind of life style. I’m made for bird
bubble baths, glittered cages and bacon double cheeseburgers!
Someone please just give me a burger, please!
FUNGI:

Dude, you like, need to seriously chill out.
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CHIEF CHIP:Okay, we’re not really in the business of losing things, but we

know a secret spot where you two can hide out for a while. I
sent Sam ahead to scout the trail and make sure that it’s safe
for travel. Calvin and Theo will go with you the rest of the way.
FLAPPER: What about you?
CHIEF CHIP:I cannot leave an acorn behind. I promised this young Squirrel I

would find his acorn and I intend to keep my promise.
SQUEAKER: Thanks Chief.
CHIEF CHIP:Now go, if all that you say is true, it’s not safe for you to be here.

SNOW:

Thanks Chief. You are the bravest, most wonderful Squirrel
ever! I will always remember you friend.

FLAPPER: Finally! Birdseed and Bubble baths here I come!
SNOW, FLAPPER, THEO, and
CALVIN exit.
SQUEAKER: What now Chief?
CHIEF CHIP:Let’s search the tree one more time.
SQUEAKER: (Sitting down) What if we never find him, Chief?
CHIEF CHIP:(Sitting down) it’s important to stay positive, Squeak- Ow! What

did I just sit on? (Pulls out an acorn)
SQUEAKER: MY ACORN! CHIEF, YOU FOUND HIM!
CHIEF CHIP:Fancy that! I guess I did!
SQUEAKER: Thank you, thank you, thank you!
CHIEF CHIP:Let’s get some grub and celebrate!

They exit.

